
Problems Involving Rate or Speed - Guide
Problems involving rate and speed are usually much less complicated than money problems, because they
only have a few possible things the problem can tell you about:

How much something moves, changes, or uses up in a given time ("Rate" or "Speed")
How far it went, how much it chaged by, or how much it used up ("Distance" or "Total amount")
How long something was happening at that rate ("Time")

There is only one extra equation that you need to know (here are two ways of saying it):

(Distance) = (Speed) × (Time)
(Total amount) = (Rate) × (Time)

What makes these problems a bit complicated is that lots of different things can involve rates:

I drive 500 miles in 10 hours. What was my speed?
(Distance (miles)) = (Speed (mph))×(Time (h))
A light bulb uses 60 W of power. How many Wh of electricty does it consume in 10 h?
(Electricity used (Wh)) = (Power (W)) × (Time (h))
A car has a fuel efficiency of 24 mpg. How far can it get on a full tank of 24 gallons?
(Distance traveled (miles) = (Fuel efficiency (miles per gallon))×(Gas used (gallons))
My local phone service charges $.02 per minute. If I paid $20 on my phone bill this month, how
many minutes was I talking for?
(Bill amount ($)) = (cost ($ per minute))×(time on phone (minutes))
In an eating contest, the winner consumed 200 wings in 30 minutes. What was his rate of wings per
minute?
(Total number eaten) = (Number per minute)×(Time of contest (minutes))
and many other problems of a similar sort...

In these problems, you can usually figure out the relationship between your rate and the other amounts by
comparing the units. For the miles per gallon example, even though neither thing is a time, I know that I can
get miles by multiplying miles per gallon by gallons:

In general, when you think a problem might involve rate, you ought to be able to identify some thing
(distance, money spent, wings eaten) that is changing by a certain amount (the rate) for every fixed period of
time.

The other thing to know is that you usually have to deal with two different objects or two different rates; for
example, you might have a race between two people, or someone might change their rate of travel after a
certain amount of time.

When there are two different rates for the same object, the total distance or amount and the total time are
just the sum of the amount or time in each section. However, the rate during the whole time can't be found
this easily; it can only be found by dividing the total amount by the total time.

(Total distance or amount) = (First amount) + (Second amount)
(Total time) = (First time) + (Second time)



Example: Mr. Z. is walking to school. He walks the first mile at a fairly slow walk, then doubles his speed
for the second mile when he realizes that he's going to be late. It takes him a total of 30 minutes to get to
school. What was his speed during each mile?
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...the first mile... (First distance) = 1 mile

...the second mile... (Second distance) = 1 mile

...then doubles his speed... (Second Speed) = 2(First Speed)

It takes him a total of 30 minutes to get to school. (Total time) = .5 h

What was his speed during each mile? (First Speed) = x; (Second Speed) = y

Just as before, we attack the problem by gradually substituting to transform our equations and get rid of
placeholder phrases. In order to get the total time equation to be useful to me, I have to first find the time
during each section. The time for the first mile is found like this:

New equation: How I got it:

1 = (First Speed)×(First Time) (Distance) = (Speed) × (Time)

1 =x(First Time) (First Speed) = x

1/x =(First Time) Divide both sides by x

I can find the second time the same way:

1 = (Second Speed)×(Second Time) (Distance) = (Speed) × (Time)

1 =y(Second Time) (Second Speed) = y

1/y =(Second Time) Divide both sides by y

Now we can put everything together:

.5 = (First Time)+(Second Time) (Total time) = (First time) + (Second time)

.5 = 1/x+1/y 1/x =(First Time); 1/y =(Second Time)

y = 2x (Second Speed) = 2(First Speed)

.5 = 1/x+1/(2x) y = 2x

We finally have an equation in just one variable. We can plug in the two sides of our equation in Y1 and
Y2, and we will find that the intersection is at an X value of 3. Thus, my speed for the first mile was 3 mph,
and my speed for the second half was 6 mph.


